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NEW At THE MUSEUM

On display in the main exhibition room is a collection of assorted memorabilia from members of Rotary Mullumbimby
District, displayed as part of the 100th anniversary celebrations of the formation of the first Rotary Club in Australia in
Melbourne on 21st April 1921. Thanks also to Stewart’s Menswear where the exhibition continues. To mark the
occasion Rotary Mullumbimby is promoting the campaign “ROTARY says NO to DOMESTIC VIOLENCE” by raising funds
to support victims and distributing educational material.
On the evening of Thursday 22nd April Mullumbimby Rotary met at the museum where the Area Governor, John Oomen,
passed the baton to President David D’Vash of Mullumbimby Rotary.

ANZAC DAY COMMEMORATION
“Brunswick Valley Women At War” is the theme for our
Anzac Day Display.
The display acknowledges over 50 women that
participated in the forces in WWII. They had a connection
to the Brunswick Valley either through birth or living in
the area when they enlisted; some both. Unfortunately
we had no access to rolls for those who joined the Land
Army but pay respect to those that did as well as those
who kept the economy and country going in one way or
another at home.
We are delighted to give special recognition to our
member, Gay Dunlop nee Hollingworth, who joined the
WRAAF. Gay trained as a signaller and was posted to
Townsville. She thoroughly enjoyed her time in the
services and was happy to share some photos with us of
her time in the Air Force.
From left: Gay, the signallers all rugged up for work in the
cold huts in winter in Townsville, basketball team (Gay in
front), Gay in Melbourne in winter uniform.
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The Ubiquitous William Robert Baker
W.R. Baker, destined for a starring role on the Mullumbimby stage, was born in Thebarton, now a suburb of Adelaide next
to Torrensville, in 1850, the son of William Snr (born 1822 Great Ilford, Essex, England), who had landed with his parents,
John Baker (born 1796 Middle Claydon, Buckinghamshire) and Diana, nee Smith (born 1798 Steeple Claydon,
Buckinghamshire), and brother John Jnr (born 1820 Great Ilford) in 1827.
John Baker Snr went to a pre-arranged job with the Australian Agricultural Company at Port Stephens, but around 1830
settled on Dempsey Island in the Hunter River near Newcastle. Four more surviving children were born on Dempsey (which
became colloquially known as Baker’s Island) over the period 1829-1839, most relocating to Grafton in 1856 when John
Snr acquired a property in Queen Street to start a new career as a nurseryman. Diana died 1866 and John subsequently
went to live with son William Snr at Romiaka Island, dying there in 1874.

(For those interested in the wider and more detailed history of the
Baker family, copies of the above book are available at various
branches of the Richmond-Tweed Regional Library).

William Snr had taken a more circuitous route to
Grafton. He married Julia Ann Scanlan (born 1824
Lisburn, Northern Ireland) at the Wesleyan Methodist
Church in Newcastle in 1843 and sometime after the
birth of daughter Jane Ann at Dempsey in 1844 tried
a sojourn in Adelaide (where Priscilla was born ahead
of W.R. in 1848) until resuming life at Dempsey by
1852 for the birth of Clara. Dempsey also witnessed
the birth of Maria, Bertha and Mary Jane before the
family moved to Grafton where Ruth, Albert and
Eugenie arrived in 1860, 62 and 64 respectively. In
1868 William Snr, active in Grafton Civic and
Methodist affairs, switched from boat building and
storekeeping to farming when he selected 2 blocks on
Romiaka Island near Yamba, totaling 91 acres, and
2yrs later scored another 53 acres (portions 184, 185,
186 Parish of Taloumbi), giving him 75% of the island,
the only other land holder being Phillip Bale on 50
acres. But a dynastic coupling occurred in 1870 when
his daughter Priscilla married George Bale. And
across Micalo Channel was Baker’s Island, now better
known as Tomayen Island.

Julia Ann died in 1885 and about 10yrs later William went to live with daughter Mary Jane Cox in Grafton, where he died
in 1907, leaving 8 daughters, 2 sons, 66 grandchildren and 38 great-grandchildren to play a large part in seeding the North
Coast gene pool, one of whom was son William Robert Baker whose early career was summed up by the Mullumbimby
Star when it presented W.R.’s credentials for aldermanic honours with the new Mullumbimby Municipality in 1908:
At 12 years of age he signed articles to learn the printing and journalistic professions on the “Clarence and Richmond
Examiner,” at Grafton…. At the age of 17… he undertook the publication of the Grafton “Observer,” a paper started in
opposition to the “Examiner.” He remained in charge of that journal for a considerable time…, until obtaining a position on
the “Armidale Telegraph,” and remained for a year, when he returned to Grafton, and took charge of the “Examiner.”
He next represented a syndicate… to prospect for tin on the Upper Clarence. This venture being unsuccessful, Mr Baker was
recalled to control of the “Examiner”…, but after ~18mths he accepted a position on the Grafton “Argus”… where he served
for 12mths until the “Examiner” changed hands, and Mr Baker again took up its management under the new proprietary.
At the end of another year Mr Baker conceived the idea of starting journalism on his own account, and shortly afterwards
launched the Lower Clarence “Advocate” at Maclean, which he successfully conducted for 13 years.
In 1888 Mr Baker visited Brunswick and Tweed, and was so impressed with the new districts, that he disposed of his
Maclean business, and in October of that year published the Tweed and Brunswick “Advocate” (now “Tweed Times”) at
Murwillumbah. In that business he combined auctioneering, and continued until January, 1899 when he retired from
journalism, and settled in Mullumbimby, carrying on the business of an auctioneer, and developing his property on the
Main Arm, which he selected as a non-residential c.p. some 19 years ago (Portions 4 and 5 totalling 270 acres in the Parish
of Billinudgel in 1889).… In his youth Mr Baker was a splendid athlete, and a keen sport. He was a good cricketer and a
smart runner, and for three years (with the late Mr W.J. Folbigg) held the double scull amateur championship of the
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W.R. Baker’s bill for 7/6d to the Education
Department, Lismore, 1May1891, for running
adverts over three editions calling tenders for
erection of the Mullumbimby School.

Clarence. He was also a keen enthusiast on the turf, bred and raced
many good horses, and was a capable amateur rider.
He was instrumental in forming the Lower Clarence Rowing Club and
Maclean Turf Club, and a beautifully illuminated address presented
to him on leaving Maclean describes him as the father of the hospital,
an institution to which as secretary he gave much valuable time. He
acted as returning officer on the incorporation of Maclean 22 years
ago, and was appointed the council’s first valuator. During his period
on the Tweed Mr Baker always identified himself with public
movements, political and otherwise, and on relinquishing his
profession was eulogised by the city and country press as a most
capable and fearless journalist. Mr Baker was appointed president of
the temporary Byron Shire Council, and for a number of years has
occupied a seat on the board of directors of the North Coast Cooperative Company, and has several times represented the dairy
industry at conference in Sydney…. For the local School of Arts Mr
Baker has been an active worker, and it was during one of his terms
of office as president that the present building was erected….

Along the way he had married Elizabeth Short 1874 Grafton and begat Lilian Matilda (who married lawyer Peter Street,
Foundation Mayor of Murbah), Julia A., William (Boer War veteran and journalist who served as editor of the Tweed Daily
and Mullum Star), Violet Florence, Lizzie S., Ivy Muriel, Samuel Lucas Maclean all born Maclean, and Robert Dexter, born
1890 Murbah (and took over the family farm at Main Arm).
Mullumbimby
W.R. had been a regular visitor to the Brunswick since the early 1890s. With excellent timing he took up permanent
residence in the late 1890s, opening Mullum’s second real estate office in Mar1900 just as the cow pastures started to
expand exponentially. He was elected to the Norco Board upon an increase in Directors from 9 to 12 in 1902, subsequently
serving for 24yrs with a couple of short terms as Chairman.
In the meantime he’d tried a few attempts at a parliamentary career. He stood as a ‘Free Trade’ candidate in the Tweed
electorate at the 1894 election, scoring 97 votes (7%), while his later Byron Bay nemeses, David Jarman, standing as an
‘Independent Protectionist’, won 52 votes (4%). (A by-product of this election was W.R. doing a stint in Casino Gaol after
being sued for libel by Bruce Baird Nicoll, Protectionist MLA for Richmond 1889-94). Methodist W.R. stood again in 1898
winning 12 votes, 1 of which came from Mullum, and his rival newspaper baron, Presbyterian and White Australia fan
George Nicklin of the Tweed Herald and Brunswick Chronicle, gleefully claimed that he had... killed W.R. Baker politically
last Tuesday..., and his endeavours to raise the Sectarian Cry at the eleventh hour, will surely be enough to teach electors
never to tolerate this man….
(A comedic confrontation occurred in 1901 when Baker, Jarman and 4 others fronted a Liberal pre-selection meeting at
Murbah, where, after interruptions galore, Mr W.R. Baker came to the rescue and ably calmed the storm by saying He
thought the time had arrived for all howling idiots to be removed.... A fight or a wrestling match then took place in the
centre of the hall, and the Chairman closed the meeting, the like of which was never seen in Murwillumbah before..., said
Nicklin's Herald.)
The dairy boom attracted W.R.’s brother Albert, another champion Clarence sculler, to Billinudgel in 1899. He had married
Sarah Carr of the prominent Carr clan of adjacent Palmer’s Island, the sister of Abraham and John Carr who married
Albert’s sisters Ruth and Maria Baker. Ten of his children were born at Maclean (1883-1898) and 5 more at Billinudgel
(1900-1909). In Aug1906 Albert sold his farm at “The Pocket” to South Coast farmer James Chinnocks for an extraordinary
£4000 (equivalent to the purchasing power of ~$600,000 in 2018 dollars, says Google’s simple CPI inflation calculator),
then tried a sortie to Atherton with a number of others who had sold up at high prices to South Coast farmers. But he
ultimately decided that pastures were greener on the Brunswick, returning to acquire Percy Troy’s Main Arm farm, while
taking on auctioneering as his main day job.
The auctioneering brothers offered themselves as candidates in the inaugural Mullumbimby Municipal Council election of
1908, Albert campaigning with the slogan I will be a party to no sect, and will do my best to destroy partyism…, but bombing
out, while Liberal W.R. had a short but entertaining career on the Labor-dominated aldermanic benches. Albert stood
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again in 1911 and again missed out, at which time he was very active in Liberal affairs.
W.R. had made his first major intervention in Mullum matters with the begetting of Federation Bridge. In mid1899 he was
the organiser of a petition to have the thing erected and in early 1900 informed one and all through his ex-Advocate that
the Minister for Works said it was a goer, but his old rival at the Chronicle still wouldn't let him off the hook: Concerning
Mullumbimby Bridge AND MR. W.R. BAKER'S FINGER IN THE PIE; Some people about Mullumbimby consider Mr W.R. Baker
had a great deal to do with the recent promise given to construct a bridge over the Brunswick River..., but his mate Meagher
MLA should get the credit.... Our Poor-Poor Bob!!!
A new lobbying force arrived on the
scene in Jul1901 with the formation
of the Mullumbimby Farmers' and
Dairymen's Union, most of the
executive being leading members of
the Progress Association. W.R.
Baker became foundation secretary
of this body, which quickly gained
more members and effectively
usurped the Prog Assoc’s role in
pressing for roads, bridges and
general
district
and
town
improvements.
President
of
the
Intersection of Burringbar and Station Streets, 1909.
Union was Albert Belson who had
W.R. Baker’s real estate office is the small hut next the railway gates, to where he had
arrived from Maitland in 1898. Such
moved from near the ‘Old Bakery’ building in Burringbar St ~1906. (The ex-Railway
was his prominence that he was
Stores building, right, was occupied by Augustus Eggins, the nephew of W.R., as a
Furniture Mart. In late 1909 Gus moved into Burringbar Street to open a fruit shop in
selected by the Mullum farmers as
the Richard’s Building, from where he supplied Baker Bros White Australia Café, the
their candidate for the Norco board
quality of the produce causing the cousins to come to blows in early 1910).
of directors along with secretary
Baker, but, whatever the machinations at the Norco AGM in Jan1902, was passed over in favour of W.R. as one of three
new directors.
In early 1902 both Belson and Baker started prophesying armageddon if the dreaded ticks managed to get into NSW, and
duly called a public meeting of all Tweed-Byron farmers at Murbah, where they sold the end-of-civilisation message and
got up a resolution to close the border and make importation of any type of animal from Queensland declared a criminal
act, punishable by not less than one year's imprisonment with hard labor…. George Nicklin had the time of his life in
publishing An Open Letter To The Members... And Bumble-Bee Baker.... The Queenslanders are taking the tick threat in
their stride..., But they did not develop tick on the brain as some residents of this district have, notably the Beauteous Bob
Baker.... There is only one Baker, for which Heaven be thanked, but whenever he gets an idea into his head, he froths and
fumes more like a barber's cat than anything else I know of. Anybody who does not howl in unison with him is a lunatic or
worse.... But bonnie, beauteous, bile-brained Bob is well-known to all residents on the Tweed and Richmond, so we can
pass him by.... It all faded away after the government ungraciously declined to enact any of the Union resolutions,
published by Nicklin under the heading Bob Baker's Bunkum. (A cattle dip was subsequently erected on our museum site.)
Political Fun
W.R.’s last attempt to play on the political stage was at the State Election of Oct1910 when, as Chairman of Norco, he
nominated to run as an Independent Liberal against ‘Honest John’ Perry MLA, the endorsed Liberal candidate, but
subsequently withdrew, perhaps because his brother Albert was a major campaigner for Perry (while Albert's wife was
canvassing on behalf of the Mullumbimby Ladies' Liberal League). At the earlier Federal Election of Apr1910 Albert Baker,
foundation member of the Mullum branch of the Liberal and Reform League, featured as the campaign manager for an
independent Liberal candidate, running large adverts in the Mullum Star simply saying Vote for Nathan and White Australia
with no other election issues. And prior to that, in May1909, Albert’s sons, Fred and Frank Baker, helped define Mullum’s
corporate culture with the opening of their White Australia Cafe in the new Mallam's Building.
In late Jul1913 W.R. and President Moriarty of the Liberal Association clashed at another Liberal love-in, and the chairman
threatened to expel him from the meeting if he did not keep in order. W.R. continued to be disagreeable throughout the
meeting, even with his own brother: The next question to be discussed was the sending of delegates to the annual
conference…, moved by Mr A. Baker.... Mr W.R. Baker thought the motion was out of order…. Later Mr A. Baker moved
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that a meeting be held in the Main Arm Hall on Tuesday, 12th August, to organise a branch, or failing that to enroll
members into this branch..., implying that the Main Arm branch formed 12mths earlier by W.R. had gone belly up.

Mallam's Building ~1912
(Baker Bros White Australia Cafe between Chemist Harpur and Gourlay's Newsagency)

During General Business W.R. finally revealed the reason for his good-natured disposition, accusing Chairman Moriarty of
openly supporting Mr Perry whether he was selected or not..., which was however, secondary to the fact that W.R.'s sonin-law, lawyer Peter Street, the foundation Mayor of Murbah, was also seeking preselection as the Liberal candidate. At
Perry's subsequent preselection pitch to the Mullum punters in Aug1913 Mr Albert Baker in a characteristic speech…, said
that this was the time to put back the old horse again as against the green colt. And at the colt's final address to the
Mullumites two days before the election, when he was again sounding off about the preselection corruption, his uncle-inlaw Albert interjected How do you know this is all true?, and Mr Street retorted: This is my meeting, people did not come
here to hear your ugly voice, after the chairman called Order. (Another case of brotherly love not extending across political
boundaries was the conflict between Peter Nelson, long-time treasurer of the Political Labor League, and his brother
Henrik, active in Baker's Main Arm branch of the Liberal Association.)
The first moves towards the Liberal preselection had occurred in late Sep1913 when 83 delegates from all over the
electorate, including Albert and W.R., met at Bangalow and formed an Electoral Council that decided postal voting was the
best way to hold the preselection ballot, which ultimately favoured Perry. Lawyer Street smelt a rat and cried branch
stacking and corruption, and thereafter campaigned as an Independent Liberal. At a later meeting to clear the air There
was a good deal of excitement displayed..., But on the whole bitterness of feeling was limited to two or three
irreconcilables, one of whom was W.R. Baker who said it was 'well-known' that the Liberal Organiser, H.W. Margrie of
Sydney and Bangalow resident for the past 12mths, was a Perry supporter and manipulated things accordingly. Street, like
the Liberal challenger at the next election, also claimed 'Honest John' Perry broke a 'Kirribilli Agreement'.
And that’s about the last time Albert was heard in the Brunswick district. After a sojourn in Sydney he became a cane
farmer at Cudgen in 1914, serving as a Tweed Shire Councillor and later an alderman and deputy mayor of Murbah, where
he died Dec1938 aged 76.
The conscription issue was the next major cause of heartburn in Mullum, W.R. entering the fray in early Oct1916 at a
public meeting to make arrangements for the running of the coming referendum in favour of conscription.... Voluntaryism
had been proved a failure and now there was nothing left but Conscription for those who did not see their duty otherwise....
His team won the argument, the Mullum Sub-Division voting 65% Yes to Conscription, verses 60% Yes across the Richmond
Electorate and 57% No for the rest of NSW.
Another controversy to stir the Brunswickians was the arrival of the Chinese banana growers, generating a public meeting
in Sep1919 at which real estate agent Mr W.R. Baker said the question presented some difficulties. The Chinese were
legally here – many were natural born and others were naturalised..., and he had always found them law-abiding citizens.
They were developing Australia in a way that we could not have done..., and They must admit, also, that the Chinese were
paying a high price for land which was practically useless for any other purpose. (Interjection: The Chairman - That's the
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complaint!)….
Mr Rutledge (a returned soldier) said… It was alright for Mr Baker to say the Chinaman was a law-abiding citizen, but was
the Chinaman going to fight to protect Mr Baker’s farm?.... Mr Baker’s motion (to delay action until there was more
information on legal remedies) was lost…. Every possible remedy, from bombs delivered by aeroplanes to amended
legislation, was suggested... and some of the speakers were very emphatic in declaring that the alien invasion must be
checked by some means….
Finally, George Cameron at the Mullumbimby Star summarised it all with some editorial
advice under the heading ‘The Inheritance that was Sold for a Mess of Pottage’: ‘...Thus Esau
despised his birthright.’ The last sentence of that quotation clearly depicts the minds of the
Esaus of this district, they ‘despise their birthright’ and, what is worse, they despise the
birthright of their children.… The first speaker gave the Chinaman such a character that if it
all had been taken in as the truth, the pity is that the Chinese do not own and rule the earth....
Another quaint argument by the same speaker was that the Chinese helped to win the War
by working behind the trenches for the Allies!.... But it appears W.R. suffered no ostracism for
making a quid from the Chinese, of whom the Commonwealth Census of Apr1921 found
nearly 160 around the Mullum district.

William Robert Baker
1918

[Chinese/Banana Sequel: On 9Sep1921 William Neal Gillies, Queensland’s Labor Minister for
Agriculture and destined for the Premier’s job in Feb1925, the in-law of Victor Hartmann of
Mullum and son of Dugald Gillies of Tintenbar (who formed the North Coast Anti Alien
Society), introduced the Banana Industry Preservation Bill to Parliament with a quote from
‘Nicko’s’, a Qld banana bulletin published by W.R. Baker’s old nemesis, George Nicklin, who
is a strong advocate of white labour in the banana industry…. (George sold his Tweed Herald
and Brunswick Chronicle in 1910 to take up the more lucrative sport of banana growing near
Nambour, while 2yrs later the Herald finally fell into the hands of Baker’s ex - Tweed Times &
Brunswick Advocate. George died 1943, aged 74, at which time his Murbah-born son Frank
was Queensland’s Country Party Opposition Leader, losing 5 elections in a row before scoring
the Premiership in 1957.)

‘Nicko’ said that On Friday last a visit was paid to the plantation of Sang On Tiy and Company, at the Little Pocket,
Billinudgel, where there are 150 acres under bananas…. The manager, Mr W. War Chan, stated that in two years £20,000
had been spent on the plantation, £2000 on a large two-storey house, £2000 on a road, and a further £2000 is being spent
in the erection of packing sheds. To date, only 1000 cases have been sent away… to Wing On & Co in Sydney. The labour
is solely Chinese, of whom there are fifty-four…, who are paid £3 per week with keep, starting at 6am and finishing at
5.30pm…. Visits will be paid in due course to the Chinese plantations at Burringbar, Crabbes Creek, and Mullumbimby.”
That indicates what is taking place over the border in NSW…, said Gillies. I trust that the NSW Government will follow our
example, and place legislation on the statute-book to make the industry a white one…. But NSW was saved by the
intervention of an Act of God, the industry collapsing with a series of gluts beginning in early 1922.]
A by-product of Mullum’s white agitation was the formation of local branches of the ‘People’s Party’, resulting in the
appearance of panicked Nationalist Party representatives to hose people down. ‘Honest John’ Perry MLA and Sir George
Fuller appeared in town in Aug1919 to explain how the Nationalists won the war, George Cameron humorously reporting
that Mr John Macgregor said the necessity for the Nationalist party was existent.... Mr W.R. Baker (from the doorway) - I
-----. Mr John Macgregor thought the meeting should recognise the splendid services of Sir George Fuller…. Mr Baker – I
want-----. Mr Perry said he would also like.... Mr Baker – I want to ask-----. Sir George Fuller moved a vote of thanks…. Mr
Baker - I want to ask a question. Sir George Fuller - You'll have to be brief, old chap! We are over the time limit already. Mr
Baker - In his time, Holman has been a Socialist, a Laborite, and now calls himself a Nationalist, - What guarantees do you
have he will not somersault again?.... Sir George - As a true Christian you should forgive the repentant sinner.... W.R. gave
up and the meeting terminated….
Then he made another run at local politics, winning an ‘A Riding’ seat on the Byron Shire Council in Feb1920, but handed
in his Councillor’s credentials in Oct1921, 4mths after selling his farm and retiring into Mullum. Further workload shedding
occurred at a meeting of the Mullum branch of the moribund PPU in Nov1921 when reference was made, by various
speakers, to one of our oldest residents, in the person of Mr W.R. Baker, who was about to retire from public life, and that
something should be done to recognise his services, at all times given gratuitously, in the bettering of the conditions of the
people and district generally.... But nothing was done and finding inactivity tiresome he resurfaced a couple of years later
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to re-haunt them as an Alderman, serving on the Municipal Council from Mar1924 to Dec1925 then joining his antagonists
at the Chamber of Commerce, while continuing to operate his auctioneering and real estate business.
He also retained his Norco Director’s seat. At the Jun1926 half-yearly meeting of Norco the attendees voted to allow the
Co-op to deduct PPU membership subscriptions from the butter cheque and pay the money directly into the coffers of the
Tweed and Richmond District Councils, as it looked like the Union was about to collapse. Liberal ideologue W.R. Baker was
the only one to object, saying The board had no power to take money from any suppliers without their written consent....
If a man did not want to join the union, the company had no power to compel him to join. It was interfering with the liberty
of the subject….
He tried again at the Dec1926
half-yearly, at which he contended
that the £1 PPU subscription
deduction
was
an
illegal
garnisheeing of wages and At this
stage, Mr Baker was subjected to
a deal of interruption…. Mr Baker
heatedly declared: Men who try to
drown the truth by idiotic rapping
should be smacked.... One
shareholder said I hope it will be
turned down and Mr Baker too.
(Laughter)....
Another
Shareholder: Put a dog on him.…
Mr Alcorn (to Mr Baker): Talking
PPU to you is like showing a red
rag to a bull.... The motion was
lost by an overwhelming majority.
The next agenda item was the
The Baker farm, ‘Thebarton’, on the Main Arm near Durrumbul 1905
election of directors and W.R.
missed out, so ending an often controversial 24yr career, albeit mostly consistent with his Liberal principles.
But the on-going saga of the unpaid rates bill for the Hospital Reserve, of which he was the senior of three trustees, kept
the Mullumites entertained. This feud between the cantankerous 77yr old W.R. and the overzealous 46yr old Town Clerk
C.H.Boxall came to a head in Mar1927. Rather than proceed against 'the Trust', the Council sued Trustees Baker, Ward and
Frost as individuals, Baker conducting their defence against Council barrister G.P.L. Hungerford. The three amigos lost the
case and were ordered to pay the full amount plus costs within the month or do a stint in Grafton Goal. Baker appealed
to the aldermen, saying he had asked the Judge for time to pay, but was opposed by the Council's barrister.... He was quite
happy to go to jail, but it would be awkward if Ald Frost and Mr F.I. Ward had to be taken away.... The aldermen decided
to inform Mr Baker that the Council would not attempt to interfere with the verdict of the Court.
Two weeks later Messrs Baker and Ward appealed to the public through a long letter-to-the-editor, claiming that the rates
imposition would be nothing short of robbing a charity.... The city fathers appear to have different views and have forcibly
compelled the depletion of the fund by most brutal legal action.... This generated no response so in May1927 W.R. again
sought publicity/sympathy, as I am not disposed to allow the Council to permit their servant to vilify me in the discharge
of my duties.... Clerk Boxall’s statements were utterly devoid of truth, calculated to brand us as dishonest tricksters, which
demands an apology.… But that was the end of the matter, at least publicly, no apologies or amplifying explanations ever
appearing in the local rag.
For an encore W.R. stirred up some civil unrest over the electricity scheme in Jan1928. The Mullum Star headline
RATEPAYERS INDIGNANT; FED UP WITH COUNCIL; Want to revert to Byron Shire or Form County Council... introduced a
report on a public meeting at which Mr Baker said… Rates were too high and the electric light was too dear. There were
two ways in which things could be rectified. (1) By forming a County Council and (2) Reverting to Byron Shire. Mr Freeman:
"Mr Chairman, I protest. Mr Baker is out of order. I..." Mr Baker: "You shut up and let me finish. We all know you want to
be a County Councillor.".... Mr Kerschler then moved "That a committee of three be appointed to ascertain whether it
would be possible to revert to the Shire Council and the mode of doing so...." Messrs Freeman, Baker and Starr were
appointed… to make the necessary inquiries. It all faded away after their report was passed to the Ratepayers’ Association
to sort out, W.R. becoming president of that body with Starr as his vice-president and Kerschler as secretary.
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The grand old Liberal died on 2Oct1929, right in the middle of the Federal election campaign that saw the Coalition routed
~3wks before the Wall Street bell sounded the start of the Great Depression. By the death of Mr William Robert Baker,
another of the earlier links of progress in the history of the great North Coast is removed.... Throughout the long tedious
months of illness, waiting as it were for the end, no complaint was heard, and the philosophic outlook that had
characterised his whole life was his to the last. As he was wont to express, he had lived his life, and was not going to
moan.... The late Mr Baker was in the forefront of any progressive movement in the district. He was for 27 years a director
of Norco… and He had the distinction of being the first Mayor of Maclean.... (say what?). Widow Elizabeth was bequeathed
£1229 ($97,000 in 2018 dollars), at which time the Stuart Street home was already in her name and the Main Arm farm in
Dexter’s.
Unfortunately editorial tyranny only allowed this very brief outline of W.R.’s time on the Mullum stage. Albert’s exploits
get a more detailed treatment in Norman Baker’s book, which also gives brief biographies of both brothers’ descendants.




Black Sand Mining & Its Legacy
(3 part series by BVHS Committeeman Dr Mark Edwards)

Part 2
Mineral Sand Mining Methods
GOLD
The original sand miners known as “Black-sanders” were contracted to collect black sand from these deposits (known as
strand lines and old leads) having concentrations greater than 75% heavy minerals. Water was delivered to the head of a
hopper with a hand-operated pump, drawn from a hole dug in the sand. They recovered the heavy minerals by passing
the sand over sluice boxes lined with carpet, separating out the gold by copper amalgam plates (via mercury bonding).
This process required three men: one pumping, one hand-shovelling the sand into the hopper, and the third removing the
waste (tailings). The fine gold amalgamated with the mercury on the copper plates to form “amalgam”, a putty-like alloy
which was scraped from the copper plates. The “amalgam” was placed inside a pumpkin or potato, which was then placed
on a shovel and roasted in a fire. The mercury vapour condensed in the outer layers of the burnt vegetable. This was
crushed and panned to recover the mercury for re-use. The gold would remain on the shovel as grains or as a “button” if
the fire had been hot enough to melt gold (Byron Bay Historical Society).

L to R: Maurine Ferrandez, Susan Tsicalas (BVHS), Rex
Dawe (donor), Donald Maughan (BBHS) 25Sep2014,
displaying some copper plates used in the gold mining
operation by C. Dawe on Tallow Beach.
(The Dawe family donated plates to both BVHS & BBHS.)

“Mr Charles Dawes working the very simple plant used in beach
prospecting” Tallow Beach
Source: Gold is Where You Find It; Hidden Wealth in the Sand

They kept the gold and sent the “tailings” by truck to the Jonson Street plant (Byron Bay). Later beach mining techniques
used draglines, dozers, and scrapers. Various types of processing plants were adopted. Mobile units on wheels or sleds
were fed by front-end loaders or by bulldozing mineral sands into the feed hopper. In 1948, more efficient methods were
devised involving the digging of ponds and small floating dredges were used to extract the minerals.
ZIRCON
In 1931, Cecil Cumberland, then living in a tent with his wife at Seven Mile Beach, found that Zircon could be separated
from Rutile and Ilmenite by a froth flotation process, but ultimately, the dry electrostatic method has proved to be more
economical. In 1934 Zircon-Rutile Ltd at Byron Bay commenced production of Zircon, using the flotation method until
1968. This was the only operation to use this technique and produced a high quality product, but lower cost methods
prevented adoption elsewhere. Rutile was also produced from this plant by treating the flotation tailings; after drying it,
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magnetic methods were used to separate the Rutile from the Ilmenite.
This is one of the few industries in which Electrostatic Separation is used as a primary method of metallurgical processing
to provide products of high purity.
In 1944, Metal Recoveries installed their separation plant at Mooball, possibly the first electromagnetic separator
machine on the east coast.
Local engineering development progressed rapidly with notable achievements being magnetic and electrostatic
separators by Pinter in 1946-47, and a plate type electrostatic separator by Reichert in 1946-48.
In 1947, Jack Miller (ZRL) designed spirals for the concentration of heavy minerals from the sands which completely
changed beach mining practices, from the manual and machine digging and table concentration to suction pumps on
pontoons carrying spirals or similar concentrators. A large hole was dug on the mining lease and the pontoons put in
place. The pond is filled with water to the required level to float the plant. The plant is built on the pontoons. A suction/
earth dredge is built on another set of pontoons. Some of these dredges used a system of a rotary cutter and pump which
ground the sand (especially in hard sand areas) and then the sand slurry was pumped to the wet separation plants via a
floating pipeline. Tailings (waste sand) from the wet plant are then pumped to previous excavations to reclaim areas.
Pipelines carry the concentrate onto a land area for transport to the dry separation plants.
Higher separation efficiencies came with the development of the pinched sluice devices and the related Reichert cone
concentrators where the heavier particles tend to stratify at the bottom of the stream. These were first constructed for
TAMCO in 1956. Further production was achieved using complete multi-turn troughs in fibreglass, first produced by
Reichert in 1957 for the company, Mineral Deposits.
Suction dredges feeding banks of spiral cyclones on concentrators are able to extract as little as 3% mineral from the
unwanted silica. The bigger plants were all electric and operated 7 days a week, 24 hours per day on a 3 working shift
basis. Armoured power cables, up to 6 inches in diameter connected electricity to the plant and dredge. Large plants can
process up to 1,000 tons of new feed per hour. Wet concentrating tables are able to remove the remaining silica. Before
dry separation, the heavy mineral concentrate is dried in rotary driers usually oil fired. The mineral concentrate then
passes through a series of electrostatic and magnetic separators. The separated minerals are either bagged in granular
form or ground to a fine flour in a pebble mill. Initially products were bagged in10 ply paper bags but later, bulk handling
methods were used loading directly into ship holds. Monazite 75% is obtained by magnetic extraction from Zircon and
wet tabling. After drying, the concentrate is upgraded to a 93-98 % acid soluble concentrate.
In summary, the most common mining and
processing methods involve: (1) suction dredges
floating on man-made ponds with accompanying
separation plants either on pontoons or land based
nearby; (2) Wet concentrators involved separating
heavy minerals from sand via gravity feed through
either shaking tables (Wilfrey), spirals (Humphrey)
or pinched launders (York concentrators), pinch
sluices or cones or combinations to mainly remove
as much silica as possible; (3) Further separation is
performed in a dry plant where remaining silica is
removed and minerals are dried in rotary kiln; (4)
Final separation of minerals is by magnetic and
electrostatic separators.
Mining Companies & Plant sites
Sludge and pumphouse near Belongil Creek
Byron - Seven Mile Beach • Zircon Rutile Ltd (ZRL) had plants in Byron Bay, and Bogangar (1943-1956) and sold to AMC and Consolidated Gold
Fields (1962); the Byron Bay plant closed 1975, after approx. 30 years operation.
• Cudgen R-Z Ltd (plants in Cudgen/Kingscliff, with mining operations from the Gold Coast to Byron Bay, (1947-1962),
and from Cudgen to Nambucca Heads (1967-1977). In 1977, Cudgen R-Z Ltd sold NSW leases to Currumbin Minerals
Pty Ltd.; Cudgen R-Z Ltd and TAMCO mined from Cudgen to the NSW/QLD border, approx. 30 years operation.
• Associated Minerals Pty Ltd/ Associated Minerals Consolidated Ltd (AMC) (Processing plant at Southport, and mining
at Broadbeach, (1947); AMC had many acquisitions of other companies from 1950-70s, taking over the Cudgen plant
and leases, and became the largest sand mining company in the world; In 1977-1980, they expanded to WA and Florida;
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by 1980, the main work in NNSW was at Jerusalem Creek, South Evans Head.
Brunswick/New Brighton to Wooyung/ Moobal/ Potts Point • Metal Recoveries Pty Ltd operated from 1936-1960 then sold to AMC, 1960;
• Associated Minerals Consolidated Ltd (see above).
Rehabilitation of Sand Mine sites
The extraction of heavy minerals from sand only removes about 1% of the bulk of the sand, the rest being returned to the
dunes in some form. Mined areas around Byron Bay are now incorporated within Arakwal National Park; public places
(the high school, Red Devil Park, and Main Beach Park); the sites of private houses, commercial and other buildings, roads
and streets (Main Beach area and Lawson Street). In Byron Bay township, prior to sand mining, dunes and swamp extended
inland as far as Marvell Street and the sports fields. There were around 200 acres of majestic sand hills, the biggest of
which were up to 200 feet high. The sand hills stretched from Clarks Beach to the surf club and inland to the recreation
grounds. Nestled amongst the sand hills were two large freshwater lagoons. Behind the lagoons and sand hills ran a small
belt of Tea Tree swamp, where the football fields and Scout hall are now located. Only after the area was mined in 1968
was this land developed for current usages.
Sand is also mined for glass making and construction material, and sometimes to replace sand lost from other beaches.
These types of mining remove considerably more of the bulk of the sand compared to mineral sand mining activities. As
the mineral sand industry grew, the grade of the ore bodies treated fell rapidly and the volume of sand requiring to be
mined to attain large production increased dramatically.
Tailings from wet processing were returned to excavations and contoured to offer the least resistance to prevailing winds.
Before mining, the top soil is removed to a depth of 1 foot, stockpiled and later spread along with grass plantings over
tailings, once the mining has ceased. A brush mat is spread over the area to reduce wind erosion. Shrubs and trees are
planted at a later date aimed to stabilise areas after 18 months. Mining companies have their own large nurseries growing
plants, shrubs and trees mostly grown from seeds gathered from the areas before mining begins.

Affects of sand mining on area south of Brunswick Heads

The first step in the sand
mining
process
is
to
completely
remove
vegetation. Early methods
also involved the use of soda
ash and caustic soda to
remove organic material
which contaminated the
concentrates (Borland, 1999).
After sand mining had ended,
the sand was left totally white
with very little or no organic
matter. The dune systems on
very large stretches of the
coastline have been seriously
degraded. Until 1964, approx.
1600 acres of land from Iluka
to Tweed Heads NSW had
been mined and restored.

In 1951, ZRL, were the first company to rehabilitate mined areas, reform and replant dunes. However from 1946 to 1968,
South African Bitou bush was also used. Bitou has now infested about 80% of the NSW coastline. In the 1960s, between
Newcastle and the Queensland border, there were few coastal parks or reserves. Sand mining became controversial. Public
protest meetings were held in Brisbane and Noosa and eventually in 1964, Cudgen Pty Ltd withdrew their lease
applications from Cooloola Sands, north of Noosa river, QLD. In 1964, it was proposed that not all land where minerals
exist should be mined but some set aside to preserve flora and fauna for posterity. In 1965, the Sim Committee in New
South Wales was formed, concerned with the possible conflict between mining and the environment. Some local residents
have observed that minimal restoration had been done in certain areas (Northern Star - 25/04/72). The Flora And Fauna
Conservation Society (FHCS) requested Bryon Council to stop sand mining as major damage had been done to beaches
and properties due to erosion from the sea. (Northern Star - 24/08/72). The CSIRO claimed bird and animal life had been
seriously diminished by mining activities (Northern Star - 06/02/74). Australian Minerals Consolidated Ltd. were refused
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a request to continue to mine between Ballina boundary and Lennox as previous
activities had devastated the environment (Northern Star - 17/07/74). The
Australian government decided to close mining operations on Fraser Island QLD in
1976, and the NSW government banned sand mining in national parks the
following year (Kemp 2011).
Effects of sand mining on regional development
It was reported that large tracts of coastal land (crown and private) which were
often snake and mosquito infested swamps were converted into productive land.
Biennial inspections of mined and restored lands were undertaken by government
officers to ensure the crown and public interests were protected.
The clearing of land, stabilization of surfaces, and building of roads and bridges by
mining companies greatly assisted local government and development on the
northern NSW coast. For example, Torakina Park and all of South Beach at
Brunswick Heads were mined and restored by the companies thus making areas
accessible. Private land considered as worthless was made valuable (such as
through agriculture) and royalties are gathered from the use of crown land which
is retained for future subdivision. The coast road with its bridges was built and the
area opened to further development. Electricity distribution to all those areas was
established. In conclusion, sand mining was considered by the Department Of
Mines to be a progressive industry destined to be a permanent part of Australia's
economy and development and critics were ill informed. (McDonald 1964)
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Mining company bulldozers destroy the ancient dune, thousands of years old to
extract the heavier mineral deposits. The mined dunes were replaced by soft sand,
easily swept away by heavy storms in 1972 and 1974. Artificial rock formations
attempted to regain the underlying stability lost through mining.
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Jarrett Story Update
Thanks to Joan Ransom’s generous donation we now have a
copy of the book ‘The Jarrett Family; Pioneers of the
Richmond’, compiled by Pam Jarrett in co-operation with Joan
Ransom and Doreen Jarrett…, which provides comprehensive
detail to complement our brief Jarrett summary published in
Newsletter-May-2020.pdf (mullumbimbymuseum.org.au) . Of
particular interest is the fleshed-out narrative of the cedar
industry and the detailed family tree chart. (Members can
borrow the BVHS copy, but you can also access copies at the
RRHS, Alstonville and Ballina libraries.)
Joan, in collaboration with Dianne Wiggins, is currently
researching the life of her convict ancestor John Coleman, the
father of her great grandmother Ellen (1860 Erina – 1937
Ballina) who married John Patrick Jarrett (1851 Sydney – 1931
Ballina), the brother of James Thomas and Bernard Abraham
who played a significant part in Mullum’s history.
John Coleman was transported to NSW in 1835 and joined the
cedar gold rush to the Richmond in the early 1860s. He settled
his family at the Tintenbar cedar camp from where he and his
sons ranged as far as Tyagarah and Brunswick in pursuit of the
red gold. They rate many references in the Glascott Diaries,
including the intriguing reference to ‘Coleman’s Hut’ on
‘Boyd’s Mountain’ (thought to be Scarrabelotti’s Lookout at
Coorabell).
If you can help Joan on her quest, or have any Jarrett/Coleman contacts who may be able to provide further info, please
let us know and we’ll pass it on.

IMPORTANT NOTICES
Meeting time – 2nd Tuesdays of each month at 10.30am
2021 Membership Subscription is now overdue!
Last reminder!!!!!!!

If you wish to continue to receive the newsletter payment must be received by
the end of May.
BRUNSWICK VALLEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY INC. MUSEUM
RENEWAL OF MEMBERSHIP 2021
Membership Fees
Adults $15
Concession $10
Students $5
Printed mailed copy of newsletter $5 p.a.

Payment Options
Cheque/postal order payable
Direct deposit
Brunswick Valley Historical Society Inc BSB:032 583 Westpac
PO Box 378
A/c No: 201192
Mullumbimby 2482
Reference: Your name

Name …………………………………………………………………………………………………………....
Address: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Email ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Phone No………………………………………Mobile: …………………………………………
I wish to receive the newsletter by: email / post / pick up at museum
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